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In the 1960s and 1970s, the so-called "New Age Movement" thematised the cosmic Age of
Aquarius and made it known around the world, as well as celebrated and sung about it, for
example the music group The 5th Dimension: "Age of Aquarius" (1969).
This movement, which in its majority of its knowledge, understanding and inner
development level was still only moving on a semi-esoteric level, was at that time in the firm
belief that the Aquarian Age was already fully and firmly manifested and that because of the
with it predominating energies that affect the earth and the people, the people become
automatically, so to speak, all by themselves, to spiritual enlightened as well as developed
and evolved people, and the world and the system also automatically, all by themselves and
without great effort, will develop for the better.
These assumptions are fundamentally wrong!
Because a new cosmic age always needs a longer time from begin of the arising up to the
complete establishment. How long exactly can never be said in advance, but one has to
reckon with around 150 years plus X in any case.
The current Age of Aquarius began to arise around 1930/1940, which means that the Age of
Aquarius currently, as of 2021, is still arising and not yet fully established.
The cosmic ages represent the seasons in the Universe. The Aquarian Age represents the
spring and its energies promote and support new things and further development through
renewal, while the current, as of 2021, still existing Age of Pisces represents the winter and
its energies stand for standstill, holding on to the existing, but also for stability (in the
positive as in the negative).
Basically one has to know that the previous, still existing age never retreats without a fight!
This means, for example, that a new and better system will not come automatically, so to
speak, all by itself and without any great effort - The old, the existing also can continue to
exist in the new Aquarian Age! - , but that a new and better system must be fought for in
the truest sense of the word!
However, if these struggles for renewal and improvement are to be waged, regardless of
whether they are peaceful or not, they will definitely be won due to the energies associated
with the Aquarian Age!

But one has to go into these battles in any case, because, as mentioned, the system will not
renew and improve itself only due to the Aquarian Age.
It is similar with the spiritual development of the human.
It is not the case here either that only because of the Aquarian Age the human will
automatically, so to speak, all by himself, to develop further spiritually. No, even in the Age
of Aquarius the human must first of all begin the path of the spiritual development and then
walk truthfully, consistently and with discipline. Even in the Age of Aquarius, this path is
individual, very difficult, long and stony. But because of the energies associated with the
Aquarian Age, the access is made much easier.
In principle, a cosmic age, if it is fully established, then lasts for several centuries!

